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2014 Special Report

 

I’m Calling It My... 
“Top Tech Pick Of 2014”

This brand new and soon to be GIGANTIC

market, with as much as $70 Billion at stake, has yet
to find its feet, but could be the biggest tech trend to

hit since the internet.

What’s truly amazing is the force that is driving

today’s real market excitement isn’t just big business – it’s the at-home applications this technology offers...

As it once was with commercial 3D printers, the anticipation is feverish for soaring stock prices because

the fact is, the consumer market for this game-changing technology doesn’t even really exist yet!

In a market this wide open – there hasn’t been time for an industry leader to emerge – until now...

3D Pioneer Systems’ (DPSM) has just started the NEW 3D revolution!

Their advanced system is virtually “plug and play”! Gone are the days of learning complex codes and

inputting complicated instructions – this thing practically runs itself !
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 inputting complicated instructions – this thing practically runs itself !

In fact, it’s probably easier than figuring out your “smart” TV or smartphone.

It’s why I can see consumers flocking to 3D Pioneer (DPSM) in droves, because the combination of their

amazing plug and play software, Appaloza, with their low-cost Wyatt printer – makes home 3D printing easier

than ever before...

And it’s this global shift toward consumer-based business that’s the biggest reason we’re seeing DPSM
lead the race to deliver the best in home-use 3D printing.

This is one of the reasons I believe DPSM shares are screaming "bargain
now..."

Because by leading the charge, DPSM could be lighting the fuse for the coming, $70 Billion, 3D printing

surge! There’s never been a better time to move on an emerging technological trend...

But the rush is coming! Be there to profit when it does! Realize that DPSM is perfectly positioned to give

you a chance to lock in your gains before Wall Street’s mainstream investors even have a clue!

Just Like Apple Did For Music – 
DPSM Is Doing For 3D Printing

With general consumers now being able to jump into

this incredible trend – their $70 Billion market could

soon find itself expanding exponentially...

So if the company wants to survive, it needs

something that sets it apart and puts in in the front of the
pack - and DPSM has that in spades.

Taking a page out of Apple’s playbook, 3D Pioneer

Systems has created an easy-to-use, comprehensive hub for 3D printing plans – their breakthrough website,
Appaloza.com.
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Appaloza.com.

It’s so incredible, I’ve taken to calling it the “iTunes of 3D Printing” – that’s how big this site could very

soon become. What it does is nothing short of amazing.

3D printing with Appaloza is as easy as buying a song

on iTunes and then hitting the print button. That’s pretty

much it!

Unlike the old systems where you had to write files to SD

cards and walk them to your printer, leave your laptop tied to

your printer until your print was complete or reboot your

computers into obscure maintenance modes to install unsigned

drivers.

Thanks to DPSM’s Appalooza, it’s now all as easy as just a

few pushes of the button! What’s more…

Now, you can log into Appaloza, anywhere in the world, and order your 3D Pioneer printer to make

something…

Isn’t it amazing where technology is taking us?

Appaloza really is a game changer…

3D Pioneer (DPSM) could soon be the first huge success in this brand new industry– they could find

themselves so far ahead of their competitors – it’d be difficult to tell who’s in second place!

That helps make DPSM the ideal opportunity for any investor.

Conservative investors can now easily move into this solid new tech movement with DPSM – double,

triple, or even QUADRUPLE returns could be waiting for those with the goal of locking in for the long term.

A 50x profit isn’t unreachable…

Imagine buying into Apple just days before they launched their ground breaking iPod/iTunes technology? A

little over 5 years later, you’d have been sitting on a 2,063% jump!

But DPSM isn’t just a long-term play…

Aggressive investors looking for

fast profits can grab shares today – at

what could be the cheapest price we

see them – and lock in their chance at
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see them – and lock in their chance at

10X profits by the end of summer if

this unknown company quickly

becomes 3D printing’s first “brand”

name!

Either play is available to you

because this is the start of the home

3D printing revolution – and you’re

among the very first to be told about
it!
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The 3D Printing Gold Rush Is
Beginning NOW!

As we’ve already discussed – the coming $70 Billion

market is virtually unconquered territory. And since 3D

printing is still in its infancy, it’s quickly becoming the fastest

expanding tech sector in years!

This incredible technology is going to have a far-reaching

impact that we’ve not begun to imagine. I believe Forbes is right – and we’ve only just begun to realize the

possibilities for 3D printing.

Which tells me that while a $70 Billion market is HUGE, it could very well be bigger – much

BIGGER...

You see, with the emergence of easy, at home 3D printing – many of

the things that are bought from manufacturers in China, India or anywhere

else in the world – can now be created for pennies on the dollar at your

house!

No longer will individuals or small businesses have to buy in bulk, pay
heavy shipping costs or wait weeks (or sometimes months!) for their

orders.

With 3D Pioneer Systems – they simply point, click
and print what they need.

The industries this development impacts are too numerous to list – but

I’m sure you can see how this can affect even some of the biggest market

sectors. Anybody from car enthusiasts to artists – from small farmers to

weapons manufacturers – can no create what they need...

And can do it instantly.

It’s not hard to imagine a world in which home 3D printing puts a HUGE dent into manufacturing’s

business – maybe even bankrupting some companies all together.
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business – maybe even bankrupting some companies all together.

It’s not going to happen overnight – but the faster this tech trend spreads (and it’s spreading fast!) – the

closer early investors in DPSM get to those potential 10X gains!

And right now, it appears that expectations for the fledgling consumer 3D printing market are soaring

toward outrageous levels – but as I’ve said, I believe we’re just at the very beginning of this tale.

Sound like a pipe dream? It’s not...

As we’ve seen this hype cycle play out before. The Internet was the technology trigger for the rise of the

dot-com stocks in the 90s – and we’ve all heard about the fortunes that were made then...

People who were left behind in that one are still saying, “If only I pulled the trigger...”

10X Your Money A Conservative Estimate!?
Don’t Let 3D Pioneer Slip Through Your Fingers!

You’ve heard me forecast a potential 10X return on DPSM – and you’ve probably wondered how I

came up with such an incredible number...

Well, you have to look no further than one of DPSM’s contemporaries – a commercial 3D printing

company that went bonkers...

Early investors in 3D Systems Corp (DDD), a provider of 3D printing design-to-manufacturing solutions

the world over, found themselves on the ride of a lifetime when on Dec. 27, 2011 shares traded for $9.60 on

the Nasdaq. Then, just 24 short months later...

Shares had soared 10X higher to $96.42!

The math is easy, isn’t it?

An investor who put $7,500 could have walked away 24 months later with $75,000.

And I believe DPSM could

take the same trajectory as this

3D forerunner – their corporate

structure and business plan are
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structure and business plan are

so similar, it’s uncanny. Strong

leadership, a quality product

and incredible breakthrough

will go a long way in business...

But DPSM’s future could

be even brighter!

You see, the story is even

better for Stratasys Ltd

(SSYS). Back in early 2009,

this additive manufacturing

company traded for a little as

$8.02. By Dec. 30, 2013 it

has soared 16.5X to $133.46.

Someone who moved into

Stratasys with $7,500 could

have banked $123,750.

Now... while these jumbo

profits have come and gone.

DDD and SSYS are

commercial printers – and part

of a mature market.

DPSM’s market is only now beginning to take root and it doesn’t seem like it’s going to take long to see

who’s going to be sitting on the top branch – and who will still be looking for low-hanging fruit.

Imagine if DPSM becomes the “go to” printer of their industry...

As a DPSM investor, how would that affect your portfolio?

How would that affect YOUR wealth?

Early investors in DPSM stand to potentially make a fortune as their industry of consumer 3D printers

follows suit and returns HUGE profits for those who were able to act early.

That's why I can't urge you enough to consider acting on DPSM today!

The proof is right in front of you!

3D Printing: The Innovation That Medical
Science Has Been Waiting For!
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Once thought science fiction – doctors are now designing and using printed
limbs and organs to help patients live the lives they were meant to!

3D Printing: Saving
and Changing Lives!

We’ve talked at length about how 3D printing will change the way we do business, but…

On a grander scale, 3D printing will continue to make huge headlines because this remarkable technology

is rapidly penetrating the healthcare world!

It seems that every day a new, heart-warming story of a parent designing and printing a functional plastic

limb for their child who lost a hand or foot in an accident or born with a birth defect…

But what aren’t as prevalent are the stories of how it’s helping our wounded warriors with custom printed

arms and legs lost in bombings.

3D printing is also making personalized hip and knee replacements a snap as well as producing 90% of all

hearing-aid shells made today.

And the technology is rapidly evolving and getting even more sophisticated... that physical mechanics is just

the tip of the iceberg…

Printing Functioning Human Organs – Now Science FACT!

As I just said, the technological advances in the 3D printing are getting so sophisticated, that doctors and

scientists are now able to design complex and detailed creations once thought impossible.

Cornell University researchers recently unveiled a replacement ear created using this technology and

injections of living cells.

But as amazing and cutting-edge as creating a human ear

sounds – what they’re working on next blows this

application out of the water.

Scientists are now creating living, operational organs
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from this technology… Hearts, lungs and even livers have all

been “printed” to resounding success! And it only looks like

it’s these innovations are only going to get MORE

advanced!

I have no doubt that we’ll see a future Nobel Prize

winner crowned for their medical achievement – and it will

all be thanks to 3D Printing…

Remember what Forbes said?

Think back a few minutes to what Forbes stated, that

3D Printing technology will have “a radical impact on

every industry”?

If you thought the

manufacturing benefits of this

amazing tech breakthrough

were big – with the addition of
medical science – do you

realize now that this revolution

could ultimately touch every

area of your life in a matter of

months?

And the best part for

investors is, there could be a

staggering amount of money

to be made by making the

right move at the right time

on a brilliant young startup

company – 3D Pioneer

(DPSM).

There Has Never Been A
More Lucrative  Time To Be Alive…

Fortunes made in the 21st could be hundreds of times larger than
at any time in history

3D Printing Is Putting America Back On Top!

With DPSM, you’re witnessing the rebirth of

American manufacturing – a world led by consumers,

where jobs remain at home – where the Chinese buy
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our goods!

3D Pioneer is set to lead a consumer manufacturing

revolution! A revolution that is emerging today and

quickly gaining momentum.

Separate the hype from reality and you’ll find a new

world where you, the consumer, can produce

anything…

From firearms, to a new cellphone, to
food and medicine – all in your home
workshop or basement.

Literally, with a click of a button,
you will have the ability to
manufacture virtually whatever you
might want or need – or you could
manufacture for resale.

And it’s all being made possible with the wonder that

is 3D printing. Are you starting to get the picture?

Are you starting to see why 3D Printing is being

called a marvel of modern technology?

If you want to be in this wide-open space, a space

that nobody owns yet – then you have to be there

NOW! DPSM is looking to be your best and most

lucrative chance to get in on this global movement

before every Tom, Dick and Harry are taking a piece of

the profits.
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Quadruple-digit profits could already be yours! Act today! Consider adding DPSM to your

growing portfolio.

A Two Piece Profit Puzzle

By now, you know all about how 3D Pioneer took a cue from

Apple and created the world’s most comprehensive and easy-to-

use 3D printing hub site, Appaloza.com…

But what we haven’t discussed yet is DPSM’s incredible new,

innovative and streamlined 3D printer unit, The Wyatt.

When the management team decided to throw their hat into the

3D printing ring, one thing they knew for sure, was that they wanted their printer to be the best and highest

functioning home 3D printer on the market.

Choosing not to sacrifice quality for quantity – the Wyatt is a truly a marvel to behold – and may also be

the fastest gun in the west.

It boasts a full color LCD touch screen and a built-in camera for pure and seamless integration with the

breakthrough Appaloza Cloud Platform.

In other words, because it’s built-in webserver, the Wyatt communicates with Appaloza in the same

language. While other brands’ printer units will work fine with Appaloza – because they were literally built for

each other – the Wyatt takes functionality to the next level.

You see, while Appaloza monitors the print jobs,

checking for problems in order to make sure the

printing instructions are crystal clear…

The Wyatt offers an unrivalled ability to monitor
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progress and the power to intervene and control

printing remotely, even from your laptop, tablet or

even your smartphone.

If your printer runs out of filament, the printer will

automatically pause and it can send you an email to

let you know.

It can even email you a photo of your latest creation once a print is completed.

The perfect marriage of hardware and software – and only 3D Pioneer Systems is offering this. A two-

piece 3D printing puzzle solved in one easy purchase.

It makes them the easy choice for consumers…

And makes DPSM an easy choice for investors to take

advantage of this coming $70 billion industry that nobody controls
yet! But DPSM could soon find themselves in the driver’s seat.

And you are among a select few people who are learning
about an industry that has profit potential written all over it.

With QUADRUPLE-DIGIT profits to gain…

With a $70 Billion industry up for grabs…

The choice is simple. 3D Pioneer Systems (DPSM).

Consider making a strategic move into this potential skyrocket before it leaves the stratosphere
– act on DPSM today!
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3D printing is the Third Industrial Revolution because it will
forever change manufacturing.

The revolution may have started in the $100 billion global toy market – as parts to radio controlled

vehicles, toy trains and more are already floating out there on the internet…

But 3D printing at home is only limited by imagination.

Dishwasher broken?

Go online get plans for the new part and print it. Be the hero of the house by being able to repair things for
a fraction of the cost of having to buy replacement parts.

Why not 3D print your own model rocket that goes thousands of feet into the air – the plans are already on
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the internet for free!

How about gold jewelry – it’s being done now!

Would you want to bet against Lego selling plans for 3D printed pieces and accessories?

Me neither.

What about tennis racquets, shoes, belts, golf tees, pens, screwdrivers, hammers, knives, and yes, even
functional crescent wrenches?

Yes! We’ve yet to scratch the surface of the possibilities that 3D printing can offer…. This industry is just

now getting moving – and it looks like that $70 Billion price tag analysts have put on it may be grossly
understated.

The sky is, quite literally, the limit.

And DPSM is giving you a chance to profit from this coming revolution NOW! Don’t wait!

The Potential To Dominate This Brand New Industry Means
Its Investors In DPSM That Are The REAL Winners!

3D Pioneer Systems (DPSM) owns patent-pending
software that’s ready NOW!

That means you could have very little time left to grab a ground floor position in DPSM.

If you received this report early enough, you can load up on DPSM today at under $1.00… but I
wouldn't hesitate making my move even at $2.00.

With little to almost NO competition for its 21st Century software, Appaloza, I’m confident that shares in

3D Pioneer could fly past $5 before year’s end!

3D Pioneer is set to drive down the costs of 3D printers, because its Appaloza software makes it easy to

print.

So, it’s a real possibility that within the next two years consumers all over the world could have a Wyatt

printer in their homes.

We’ve seen items such as 3D-printed iPhone docks and bicycle clips, iPhone cases and stands, violins,
pottery and even robots and robotic hands …

But the craziest uses have yet to be explored.

That’s why I agree with New York Times when they reported
that “3-D Printing Spurring a Manufacturing Revolution” – we

are at the very start of an industry that can change the world...
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Much like the car, the television and the internet forever

transformed our way of life – 3D printing has the same
transformative power!

That’s why I’m calling it now…

DPSM could go down as my most prolific tech pick in history!

With the power to give us a fast, 10 fold return, it’s hard for DPSM to be anything but a winner!

1. New To Stock Market…

DPSM could explode right out of the gate, possibly doubling the ground-floor price of around $0.50
within a week, with potential to soar to $5 this year.

2. Mega Trend…

There’s NO question: consumer 3D Printing rapidly becoming a $70 billion industry and DPSM could
soon own a huge chunk of this wide-open space! The only question is “how much”?

3. Brand New Industry…

Consumer 3D printing is a brand new market sector. No one owns it yet. It’s why 3D Pioneer’s
breakthrough software could dominate the industry for the next decade or longer! Making them the
perfect company to bet on NOW!

4. Breakthrough Technology…

3D Pioneer’s cloud-based Appaloza software is a patent-pending breakthrough of staggering
proportions. It is the first plug-and-play, point-and-click, 3D printing software EVER.

5. The Perfect Management Team…

You know that 3D Pioneer is led by a cutting-edge and experienced team when U.S. Homeland
Security, NASA and The New York State Attorney General trusts DPSM’s chief technology officer with
their security. (view their profiles at www.3d-pioneer.com)

6. Wave Of Future…

Experts agree – 3D printing could rapidly make most of today’s indispensable manufacturing
technologies obsolete. It puts the power BACK in the consumers hand – and nobody does it better
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technologies obsolete. It puts the power BACK in the consumers hand – and nobody does it better
than DPSM!

7. Lightening Strikes…

Startup tech companies are great moneymakers. Lightening strikes and scores of investors have
made 600%, 800%, even 1,200% to 1,400% on young tech companies like 3D Pioneer Systems
(DPSM).

8. World’s Most Valuable Patent…

You are one of the very first to learn that 3D Pioneer could control one of the world’s most valuable
patents, as it ensure that DPSM is the “only game in town” with their patent-pending Appaloza
software.

9. Apple, IBM, Microsoft and now 3D Pioneer?

Imagine how wealthy you could be today if you got into Apple, IBM or Microsoft at their earliest price.
3D Pioneer Systems holds this same kind of wealth-transformative potential!

10. Turn Spare Change Into A Small Fortune…

Getting in at the ground floor with 3D Pioneer Systems (DPSM) mean gaining an edge that could
multiply your money 10-fold this year… and maybe up to 20 fold in 2015!

3D Pioneer is an easy “must own” call for the well informed. Even the most seasoned
and skeptical speculator can see the immense profit potential that DPSM is offering
us… Don’t wait! Do your research and consider loading up on as many shares as
you can comfortably afford TODAY!
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This advertising issue of Future Money Trends does not purport to provide an analysis of any company’s financial position, operations or

prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Future Money Trends or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. 3D Pioneer Systems, (DPSM)), the

company featured in this issue, appears as paid advertising by Forelink Technologies to provide public awareness for DPSM. Future Money Trends and Forelink Technologies (FT)

have used outside research and writers using public information to create the advertisement coming from Future Money Trends about DPSM. Although the information contained in

this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Future Money Trends and FT makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herein and accepts no liability for how

readers may choose to utilize the content. All commodity, stock prices and theoretical projections were current as of the writing of this advertisement. Prices and projections may not be

current as of the dissemination of this advertisement. Readers should perform their own due-diligence, including consulting with a licensed, qualified investment professional or

analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due diligence on this or any other advertised

company. Future Money Trends is not offering securities for sale. An offer to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and

provinces for which they are approved. Many states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with http://www.nasaa.org or

call your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information filed with state securities regulators

and many will supply in- vestors with additional information on request. FT has managed a total production budget of up to four hundred and seventy five thousand dollars for

advertising efforts and will retain any amounts over and above the cost of production, copywriting services, mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its services. Future

Money Trends is paid $14,500 as an editorial fee from FT and also expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More information can be received

from http://3d-pioneer.com. Further, specific financial information, filings and disclo- sures as well as general investor information about publicly traded companies like DPSM, advice

to investors and other investor resources are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment should be made only

after consulting with a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of and other information about the company and verifying that the

investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk especially as to new companies with limited operations and no

history of earnings. The information contained herein contains forward-looking Information within the meaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section

21e of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In accordance with the safe harbor provi- sions

of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, DPSM notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other than historical information,

involve risks and uncertainties that may affect the Company’s actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth.

 


